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north ayrshire council gaelic language plan 2014-2019 - the gaelic language (scotland) act 2005 was
passed by the scottish parliament with a view to securing the status of the gaelic language as an official
language of scotland commanding equal respect to the english language. “this could have been mine”:
scottish gaelic learners in ... - scottish gaelic learners in north america 3 new york (the highland society of
new york) grew dissatisfied with the society's lack of commitment to the gaelic language. attitudes towards
the gaelic language - overall, 12% stated that they would be encouraged to learn or to use gaelic more if
other people spoke it, and 12% stated that they would be encouraged if they had access to education or
courses. dundee city council’s gaelic language plan 2015-2020 - scottish government’s national
outcome ‘we take pride in a strong, fair and inclusive national identity’. dundee city council is committed to
giving equal respect to the gaelic language in argyll and bute council gaelic language plan 2014 - 2018 whether they could understand spoken gaelic, speak, read or write gaelic. 3.3.2 in argyll and bute as in
scotland, more generally, the number of gaelic speakers fell between 2001 and 2011. gaelic language plan argyll and bute - whether they could understand spoken gaelic, speak, read or write gaelic. 3.1.2 in argyll
and bute as in scotland, more generally, the number of gaelic speakers fell between 1991 and 2001.
colloquial scottish gaelic - readers stuffz - introduction ultimately, the use of gaelic is not just a scottish
issue. it is an issue of human dignity, of belonging, and of justice. (from the petition entitled ‘secure status for
gaelic’, renfrewshire council gaelic language plan - the gaelic language (scotland) act 2005 was passed
by the scottish parliament with a view to securing the status of the gaelic language as an official language of
scotland commanding equal respect with the english language.
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